
 

 

Sexual Violence Prevention Committee 

September 25, 2023 – Minutes 

1. Attended: Alexandra Wiseman, Andrea Bagnarol, Art Barron, Laura Naranjo, Trevor 

Ramieri, Greg Lowry, Jade Cavanagh, Beth Pirouet, Brianna Brown, Lyndi-Colleen 

Morgan, Justin Martin, Mikayla Welch, Muskan M, Nancy Hempel 

 

2. Previous Minutes Approved 

3. Items 

i. Sexual Misconduct Training; students motivated by bursary. 

ii. HealthBots; have been wrapped, just waiting on the stock and to where to be 

located. Looking to place at least one next to Nexus Arena. Art hoping to locate 

the second Health bot DT. Looking to include tampons, condoms, wet wipes, 

menstrual cups, Advil, and more basic pharmaceutical needs. Downtown 

Campus looking for tampons and condoms in a convenient area. International 

students looking for guidance on how to handle learning new feminine hygiene 

culture. Andrea suggests a “Wellness Package” consisting of 2 tampons, a pad, 

and a condom. Existing dispensers in bathrooms are outdated and supplies no 

longer manufactured by supplier. 

iii. Orientation Week & Move-in Week; orientation was smooth and conversation 

was constant and prevalent, also nice to see SVP swag around campus. 

Bystander initiates are going smooth and drawing a good amount of interest. 

Lyndi adds that orientation were engaged in the SVP table and hopes to include 

SVP in future vendor tabling. 

i. Promotion 

i. Chatham campus welcomes Jade.  

i. Social Media presence and following continues to grow; my costume is 

not my consent initiative to begin. 

ii. Tabling Hours; Tabling locations about 4x per week allowing student to 

have the variety of available time. 

iii. Print Materials 

iv. Bathroom Frames 

ii. STORRY: Sexual Violence Prevention & Awareness Education explained by 

Rebecca as an event for domestic-based violence and sex trafficking awareness 

through song/concert.  



iii. Sexual Misconduct & Consent with Saints Football; feedback was positive and 

student-athletes actively participated in discussion with Alex and Cst. Adjetey-

Nelson. 

 

4. Updates 

i. SRC; healthbots have arrived and been wrapped as noted above, upcoming 

events include Sexy Bingo 

ii. TSI; happy to welcome Jade to the SVP work and collaborate with Student 

Wellness Ambassadors 

iii. Q Hall; using a digital form that contains a tracking system to catch up with 

residence students completing their mandatory training. Having an issue with 

using condoms as water balloons. Still recruiting for residence SVP students. 

i. Gem; Heather has left and a new member will be joining next meeting 


